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Abstract The existing multiple path algorithms such as k-shortest path algorithms have

several limitations from transpoflation engineering vietv poiut. 1'hey oflen identift donrinated

paths and that multiple routes identified are too similar in terms of link used. l'he obicctive of
ihis research is to develop an efficient algorithnt fot identifying non-domitrated multiple

reasonable alternative routes in transportation netrvorks and to compare the tesults obtained

from the algorithm with those from the existing algorithms.

In the proposed algorithm, a netuork is pruned using resource constraint and route cousuaint

is used for maintaining route uniqueness of the identified routes. Dominance checking

concept is introduced to avoid the dorninated paths being identified. 'l'he r"ector labeling

approich is used for labeling ofeach r.rode. 
'lhe algorithm rvas tested using the transpoflation

neiwort of Texas, Austin, U.S.A. lt has been tbund that the algorithm can efficiently identify

non-dominated multiple reasonable alternative routes in real transportation netu'orks.

Key words: Efficient Vectol Labcling. Routc Sinrilarity'. Mdtiple Reasonable Paths.

Transportation Netu'ork' Network Reduction

I. INTRODUC'IION

Multiple reasonable alternative padls in transportation netuorks have receivcd a considerable

intereit in recent days. The development in intelligent transportation system (ITS) along rvith

in-vehicle route guidance system (RGS) has addeC an extra demand for identifying altemative

paths from origin to destination. In-r,ehicle RGS and centralized RGS require identifying

multiple altemative paths. The operations of emergency vehicles like emergencr- medical

serv,iies (EMS) and emergenc)/ rescue sr--rvices mav require nlore than one alternative path fbr

the higher reiiability ofearlier arrival.
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The paper first introduces the definition ofreasonable routes from transportation engineering
perspective. Potential problems of traditional k-shortest path algorithms that have been used
to identify multiple paths in transportatiou engineering application are explained and the
limitation of a heuristic approach is illustrated. This resealch then develops an efficient
algorithm for identifyiug non-donrinated multiple reasonable alternative routes in
transportation networks and compares thc results of the algorithm with the existing
algorithms. An appropriate methodology is developed here to identitl, multiple reasonable
paths in real transportation netr.l'orks. The proposed algorithrn is tested using the
transportation network of Texas, Austin, U.S.A. The results obtained Ilom the proposed
algorithm are compared rvith the results of traditional k-shortest path algorirhn and the
heuristic algorith.m.

2. LITERATTIRISTJRVE}'

2.1 K- Shortest Path Algorithms

Shier's algorithm (Shier, 1979) and Yen's algorithnr (Yen. 19711 are the tu,o conrmonly used
traditional k- shortest path algorithms. Hou,ever. both of these algorithms do not use the
concept of route sinrilariq' u,hile identifying k-shortest paths. At lcast one lirrk ditTerenr
between two paths is the sufficient condition to be the alternative paths.

2.2 Reasonable Paths

Dre;-fus, S.8., (1969) mentioned that the t'rvo paths that do not visit the same nodes precisely
in the same order ma1' be considered as the altemative paths from the mathernatical view
point. This definition can accept loop (visit the same node nrore tlran once) in neln'oi-ks and

hence wiil be problernatic from transportation engineering context. This ma.v yield in a large
number of altemative paths in many real transportation netrorks even rvithin the travel time
limit slightly higher than that of the shortest path (Park and Rillet, 1997). Park (1998) put
forward a formal definition for the reasorrable alternative path as," a path is a reasonable
alternative path if it not only has acceptable attribute value(s) but is also dissimilar in terms of
the links used with respect to previously identitjed routes."

2.3 ldentifying Multiple Reasonable Alternative Paths

Scott et al. (1997) presented a concept of " '- similar Path" and pLoposed an algorithm that
can identify only single alternative path. When multiple alternative paths are to be identified.
it becornes a cofiputational burden. Park and fullet (1997) and Park (1998) developed a

heuristic algorithr:r that can identif), the multiple reasonable paths. But the algorithm uses an

empirical dispersion tactor. w'hich depends upon the network topolog)'. Besides. it often
identifies the dominated paths rvith respect to one attribnte (e.g. travel time).

3. MATTTEMATICALTOR\TUI,ATIONANDPROPOSED.ALGORITHIVI

In the proposed algorithm, the trvo constraiuts. namely travel time conslraint (.;) and route
similarityconstraint (t-) are used to satisfl the route reasonableness of the altemative routes.
'Ihe tral-el time of the alternative paths shall not cxceed a certain.percentage (M) of that of the
fastest path and the route overlap ofone route u,ith all other cclnlpelent routes shall not exceed

a specified percentage of length ol'1he shortest path (U). In othet'uords. it Lrscs thc concept o1'

the multiplc constrained shortest palh problents.
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The approach u$ed in this proposed algorithm was conceived from the atgorithms of Aneja et

al. (1983) and Park (1998). Resource based network reduction technique proposed by Aneja et

al. (1983) is used to reduce the netu'ork size and the reasonable path concept ofPark (1998) is

used to define the route constraint parameter that forms the part of the route reasonableness.

3.f Problem Formulation

Let Qli.A) be a directed netq,ork rvith nodes N and links A. Let the other notations be as

follow-s:

O

D
M

Origin
Destination
Maximum travel time of the reasonable alternative paths (percent rvith

respect to fastest path)

Minimum desired uniqueness of the roule

Maximuni travel time of the reasonable altemative paihs (i.e. resource

constraint)
Maximum allowable length of paths overlapped between paths

Set of efficient paths 
"r'hich 

are temporarily labeled

Set of efficient paths u'hich are permanently labeled

Travel time on link i.i
Distance of tink ij
k-th (pareto optimal) path from O to node i

Number of pareto optimal paths from the origin O to node i

Travel time of the k-th path lionr the origin to node i

Travel time of the k+h path from tlte node i to destination

Length of the ponion of the path u'hich is shared rvith the k-th
reasonable path frorn the origin to node i

I if link ij consist ot'tire k-th path, 0 otherrvise

( r \i), a '(i).. .... a Lrti)) Label for the k+h path from the origin o to
node i when identifying the "k" reasonable path

Ll
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p
L
P
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d,,
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The mathematical formulation of the problem lbr identifying k-th reasonable alternative path

using the notation tlfthe cbnstrained shortest path problem is given b1'

Pl: min fr,x..
('' il€ 4

Ir,,x,, <a
\1 l.\Ft

lxi,xj,d,. < B. Vi. Vk. l* k

s.t.

(1)

I.,,-I.', --

-t,, = 0 ()t' I lbr a1l (ij)e.-l

Note that Pi is a rnultiple constrained shortest path probletrt u,ith not onll'thc rcsourcc

constraint (:r) bul also the route constraint (:l).

I
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.lor i=1
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3.2 Proposed Algorithm

The algorithm consists oftrvo parts. In the tirst part, the netrvork is reduced based upon the
resource consmint and in the second part, nodes are labeled vectorially. The distance from
origin O to an intermediate node j (say, h) and the distance fn>nr the intermediate node j to
the destination D (say, ll,) is evaluated using Dijkstra's shortcst path algorithm. The nodes
,that have the total distauce of \+ l1 greater than thc specilied (iJ) are deleted fronr the
network. With the potentially reduced netrvork. the algorithm enters into the second part.

The second part consists of the proccss ol'cnumerating the shortest paths implicitly and vector
labeling of analyzed nodes.'l'u'o kinds ol'label har,e been adopted, namell'the tcntative label
and the permanerlt label. Thc labeling is of the lype ,'(_r.) wlrich represents r1l' labcl at node y

and it has the structure of f"';a'1y)] rvhere .r/ is the label index indicating that cz'1.1,) comes

fromtheltl'label atnodesusingtherelation a'1-r)+c(x..1')=a'(.1,). c(x. 1,) isthetraveltime

of the link. Hence a'(.1,)is a vector of m+l elements so that a'(I):(d'(.v), q'11'1) *.hcre d'1y)

is scalar and q'1y):( q'r(y),q'z(,v), q'.;(),) q',,,0.')).The tentative tabel gets thc
permanent Iabel only if the path passing through that node satisfies all the constraints. Once a

node gets the permanent label, the tentative labcl of the node is eliminated from the set of
temporal label.

Follor.r.ing four t-rgures (Figure I to Figure 4) are uscd to show tire pnrning rrf nettvork more
clearly using the resource constraints. The trar.el time t}om origin (O) to an inlermediate node
j termed as r' 6; and from node j to destination (D). temred as /'(l) along the shortest path

for each node is first evaluated. The total travel lime (.'(i) + /'(j)) is then used to decide

whether the alternative paths can pass through that node or not considering onll' the travel
time constraint. 11'the total travel time througlt the node(s) under consideration is higher than
that specified by the constraint, the node(s) is/are deleted. Figure I shou,s the travel tinre (t)
for each link and the distance (d) ofeach link in appropriate units for a sarnple network.

6.1

Figure 1. A Segment of Netr,''ork Shorving Travel 'l'ime and Distance

Figure 2 siro'*,s the ravel time from origirr to node j using tlte shortest path (rr()) and travel

time from node j to the destination node 17r ( l)) along shortest path along each ntrde j.

.1. I
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Figure 2. A Segmenl of n\etrvork Shorving Travcl Times at Nodes tiom Origin ancl frorlt

Deslination through Fastest Pltth

Figure 3 shorvs the node to be deleted eonsidering the travel time from origin to ntldc i and

nod. .1 to destination through ihe shortest path along each node j. Figure :l shou's the

relationship for deletion criteria lvalues given are for cxample).

The expansion of nodes is pertbrnted fi'onr cvery possible node artd the f'easibilit,r'of thc path

is checked for every path. If travel tirne of the path considered is r:rore than that of the

constraint specified or if the overlapping of the path is more than that specif'red, the path is

rejected. But the paths that satisfy both ol'the constraint are kept and these paths are eligible

for dominance checking. The dorninance check is perfonned to assess utether the path being

analyzed is found dominated b1,' previously identified path or not. If it is fbund donrinated. the

domlnated path is rejected. Besides, it also chccks u,hether the previously' identified temporal

paths are domilated or not by current.path. The essence of dotninance checking is that the

iational drivers will choose the non-dominated paths. The non-dominated paths or efficient

paths are those. rvhich have similar, ol at lea-st one better attribute than other competent paths.

The process is repeated for other paths.

Figure 3. A Segment of Netu'ork Shoting Nodes for Pruning

6..1

r'li)-y'(i)
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tl Ot, til+qt qi):,D. the n tlelcte notlc i
tf l' 11, t O'(l)<Q. then do not dclela notla.j

o:t]
Figure 4. Pruning Condition lbr a Node

The steps of the efficient vector labeling (EVL) algorithm are summarizecl as follorvs:

STEP 1 : Constraints Initialization

1.1 Minirnum travel tirne fronr O to D; r '1D)
Label setting alsol'irhni

1.2 Resourceconstrain(s)
o--r'1D1x Iv{ (%)

1.3 Uniquenessconstrains
p: distance of 1" path x ( l-t I(%))

STEP 2: Pruning by Resource Constraint(s): ('Iravel timc is the resource constraint in this
PaPer)

2.1 Identifying minimum travel tirnes frorn origin to node j. rr (;. and from 1o6e j
to destination. 7l()

Label setting algorithm trvice (one is from origin, the other is from
destination)
When the label (i.e. travei time) oi'current nodes is greatcr than a. stop
and set all other non-permanentli, labelcd nodes' label into ve1, large
value

2.2 Network reduction bv pruninu nodcs
Forall nodes. if rt(.i't, '(t)r.r. then deletc trode.j in rhc nclrvork

STEP 3: N4ulti-Criteria SPP (vector labeling) and Feasibiliry Clietking

3.1 Initialization
K=2

3.2 K-th Reasonable Parh Search u,ith a Vector Lalreling Approach
i.2.1 For all paths of nodes. let

t*(l )=( -, :c. .. . - .) for. cnough number of k values (arrar, size is same as

that of value of k) e(i)-0. and P ' pandl.= Q

3.2.2 Choose Origin node and initialization
Insert O into L (i.e I----iO]) and let lr(O)=(0.0.....)

3.2.3 Determine Next Path (fbr pcrrnancnt labeling)

D
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3.2.4

3.2.5

i./.o

3.3 Stop Rule
3.3.l
3.3.2

lf L= S , STOP (K-th path is infeasible)

Choose any node. i, in L, which has the smallest travel time
If node i:Destination, GOTO STEP3.3.2 (we obtained the K-th path)

Insert node i into P(i.e i=P u {i})
Delete node i from L (i.e. L=L-{i})
Label Updating
For all nodes j connected with node i by link ij
eO:eO+l
. "0)0): z.o)1i;_t,
For all previously identified paths (l- K-lst path)

a "' 6): 6 k{ 
1i;+d,, * d 

*'(,j)

Feasibility Checking
3.2.5.1 Travel Timc Constraints

If r "0)+ yt 0)> a, then delete curient path

3.2.5.2 Overlapping Constrains
For all K-1st paths, ifone ofthese is true. then delete current
path:

a*'(i, p
Dominance Checking
3.2.6.1 Don:inance checking with respeet to tra'r,el time and

overlapped length
3.2.6.2 Decision
If nerv path is not dominated bl'existing paths. in-sert the path into L.
If new path is dominated, delete it
lf any existing temporal efficient path/s is/arc dominated, delete the
path from the L. and let e6;=.61-1

If K is equal to the required number of reasonable paths. STOP.
K=K+l and GOTO STEP 3.2

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY DESIGN

The traditional k-shortest path algorithrn are the conrmon algorithms used for ideutifying
multiple altemative paths in netrvorks althor.rgh they' can not identilj, the altenrative paths

fron.r the point of vierv of transpor[ation engineering application. Shier's k-shortest path

algorithm mentioned in section 2 is one of thern. This stud1" comparcs the resulls obtained
from the proposed EVL approach rvith those from the Shier's algorithnr and the heuristic
algorithm developed by Park and Rillet (1997).

The transportation network of Texas, Austin is used for the testing of the algorithm. The

Austin network consists of 4463 nodes and 7760 links. One thousand O-D pairs were

randomly selected for the analysis. To simulate the traffic congestion in netrvork as practically

as possible, three levels of congestion, levels I, II and III uere assumed as shown in Table 1.

It may be noted that the traffic congestion could be higher in the higher functional
classification during peak hours. hence a higher level ofcongestion has bcen assumed in thesc

classes. The link type hierarchy'is classitied b1.'numbers l.2.3 and 4 rvhich represents

freer,l,ay, major arterial. minor arterial and local street respectively. Each linli q'as associatctl
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with its iink capacity and randomly generated link volumes in the specified level of
congestion.

Table l.ViC Ratios for Different Link Types

Congestion
Levels

ViC ratio in link

Freeway Ivla.jor Arterial Minor Anerial Local

I (lighr) 0.6 - 0.9 0.5 - 0.7 0.4 - 0,6 03 -0.5

II (medium) 0.9 - 1.3 0.7- r.r 0.6 - 0.9 0.-i - 0.7

III (Severe) I 1.3 - 1.9 l.l - I.6 0.9 - l.i 0.7 - r.0

For comparing the results of the proposed approach u'ith those from existing algorithms, tr,"o

measures of effectiveness (MOE) elemellts are considered. Tltcl' arc total travel time ratio
(TTTR) and route similarity (RS). The T flR is the ratio of the travel time of alteraative path

i to the travel time of the shofiest path j. The route similarity is the ratio of the length of the

route i repeatedly used while traversing through the altemative path j. The TTTR of the loutes
i and j may be giveu as

Where,

TTTR,,= TTTR between route i and route j
TT, = travel time on route i

ff, : travel tinre on routej

The TTTR shows how similar the fivo routes i and j are when they are compared with their
respective travei times. The TTTR ciose to one meatrs thal the two routes are vel'y sinrilar in
terms of their travel time.

The RS is defined as

Za.ri,
(r'I)e''(xJ' =--f

L,,

. Where.

RS, :RS of route i to route.i

d,: distance of link a

Zr, = distance of the shortest route (k: I )

xi: 1 iflink a is used b1'route i and routej

0 other*'ise
n= number of links in the netu'ork

Route similarity. average TTTR and average number of identitled paths are compaled for
various O-D distances for heuristic and [:\''l- approaches.

(2)
TTTTTD -1t tt\ --' Tl'

(j)
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To compare the three algorithms, following sensrtivity analyses rvere performed for the first
five reasonable altemative paths as available for congestion levels I, II and III shou'n in Table
i.

. Avcrage route similarity versus O-D distance

. Average TTTR versus O-D distance
r Average number of reasonable paths identified versus O-D distancc

For the efficient vector labeling approach itself follorving sensitivity analysis were also

carried out for three different levels of cougestion:
. Trade off between number of nodes deleted versus travel time constraint (-r) to

evaluate the average pel'centage reduction in various congestiorl levels.
e Trade off betrveen route similarity, average TTTR and number of average paths

identified versus various route simiiarity and travel tinre constraint.

5. ANALYSISOFRESULTS

For sensitivity analyses, the volume to capacity ratio in each link in a specified congestion

level was randomly generated and avetagc number of paths rvith specified route similaritl,
limit rvere identified for each level of congestion. The ligures oi results for the congestion
level III (i.e. severe congestion condition) are only shou,n here due to the space lirnitatiorr.

5.1 Traditional k-Shortest Path Algorithm Results

In analyzing the results obtained from traditional k-shortest path algorittun. it was found that
when k was set to five. the averagQ TTTR as cornpared to the fastest path rvas 1.04. 'lhis

indicates that the travel times of the four paths (second through fifth paths) arc ol1 average
within four percent higher than that of the fastest path. Apan from this, the average RS was

0.77 indicating that the second through fifth fastest paths have an average of 77 percent of
traversed links in common with the fastest path. Besides, the average number of paths (out of
a possible four) that are25,50 and 75 percent different trom the tastest path rvere 1.35.0.67

and 0.38 respectively. This shows that'*ten the alternative paths \.vere fairly acceptable based

on travel time consideration, the links common to each other path u,ere also higher not
satisfying the dissimiiaritl, corrdition of reasonable alternativc routes. 'fhis rcvcals the

deficieucy of the traditional k-shortest path algorithm from the application viewpoint of
ffansportation engineering.

5.2 Comparison of the Three Algorithms

In this section, the resuits are anall'zed bv disaggregating the O-D distancc for cach O-D pair.
For evaluation of tu,o MOE's, a constant dispersion thctor of 100 was assurned for'the
heuristic algorithm. Let travel time of tire fastest path be 'I'r and travel distance of the same
path be Dt for simplicity in refering several times. For the compalison rvith existing
approaches, the travel time limit is kept to be I i0 % of the fastest path (tl:l.10 Tr) and route
similarity constraint is restricted to 70 o/o (::0.70 D 

1 ) rvith every alternative candidate paths.

5,2.1 Route Similarity versus O-D Distance

It has been found that average RS compared to the fastest path increases as the O-D distance
does for the traditional k- shortest path algorithm. This pattern is expected becausr' as the O-D
distar.rce increases the probability' that similar paths to the fastest path exist also increases. For
example, thc O-D pairs which were 1-5 kni apart had RS of 66 percent rvherc as O-D pairs that
rvere approximatcly 3-5 km apart. the average RS r,vas in the range of 80 pcrcent. Ihe paths
identified by the heurisric algorithm do not lbilow this pattern as evidenced b1,the relativell'
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flat relationship between the RS and O-D distance. Hou,ever. this relations,jp is even flatter
for the EVL approach as portrayed in Figure 5.
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Figure 6. Average Total Travel 'l'ime ratio versus O-D Distance
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Figure 5. Route Sirnilalitv versus O-D Distance

5.3.2 TTTR versus O-D distance

The average TTTR for the k-SPP and the heuristic algoritlim rvere found to declease at a

decreasing rate as the O-D distance increases as shou'n in Figure 6. This is due to thc thct that
as the O-D distance increases, there is hi-uher chance of being more paths that havc similar
travel time to that of the fastest path. For the shorter O-D pairs. there arc fe"v alternative
routes and these routes are, by nature. comparativel,v longer than that of the fastest path. For
example, while the average TTTR for the traditional k-shortest path algorithm is 1.04, the
average TTTR is approximately 1.02 fol O-D pairs that are longer than 35 km. The average
TTTR for the heuristic approach is comparatively higher than tl.rat for traditional l<-shortest

path algorithm. However. for the EVL approach, the TTTR does not change significantly rvith
the O-D distance. This can be duc to the fact that the probability cf getting dominated for
candidate paths with higher travel times is higher in shorter O-D pails and probabll there are

fewer number of alternative routes. Those paths that do not get dominated can have lesscr

travel time and hence the TTTR is consistent for all O-D pairs.
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Networks

53.3 Number of Reasonable Paths versus O-D Distance

Figure T.illustrates the average number ofpaths that are at least 50 percent diflerent from the

fastest path. The result obtained from the heuristic algorithm is such that the number ofpaths
identified does not increase inespective of the the O-D distance. A little higher number of
paths were obtained in the heuristic approach compared to the EVL approach for a shorter O-
D distances. This may be due to the dominated paths included in the heuristic approach. In the

EVL approach, hoq'ever, the number of reasonable paths idcntified are fairly consistent (the

number of paths increases consistently together u,ith O-D distance). The number of distinct
paths tends to decrease as the O-D travei time increases for the traditional k-shortest palh

algorithm. This illustrates that for the longer routes the probabilitl' of finding ilre routes that

are unique in terms of links used using the traditional k-shortest path algorithm is even lcss

than that indicated by the aggregate analvsis.

**--l&-
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: --{*Hcurisric '
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Figure 7. Average Number of Reasonabie Paths that are 50 Percent Different liom Shortet
Path versus O-D Distance

5.4 Sensitivity Analysis for the Efficient Vector Label approach

Sensitir.ity analyses for the EVL approch rvere also performed for various route or,erlaping

limits and travel time limits for the three congestion levels.

5.4.1 Congestion Level lll

Anaiyses show that rvhen the travel time limit (O ) and the routc sirniiarity limit (p ) u'ere L 10

Tr and 0.5 Dr respectivel;-, the average route similarities between alternativc routcs wet'e

found to be on the order of 0.i7. The TTTR \\,as on the order of 1.02 for O-D distances ltigher

than 15 km u,hile it was on the order of I .0 I for O-D distances less than I 5 km. Similarly. the

number of reasonable alternative paths u,as on tbe order 2.3. It was found thatthe number of
nodes not deleted in the netrvork 

"vcre 
on the order of 239. When the value of O and O u'as

choosen as i.10 T1 and 0.25 Dt respectively, the route similarit.v betrveen routes lvas

increasing from 0.16 to 0.19 fbr O-D distances benveen 5 km and 40 km. The TTTR rvas

similar as in the case of E:l.l0Tr,and O=0.5 Dt. rvhere as the number of rea-sonable

altematir,e paths identified u.as ft'om l.47 for O-D distance of 5 km to 1.9 lbr O-D distancc' of
40 knr. This result indicates that the number of reasonable paths significantl-v decreases as the

.15 40
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route similarity limit does. In other words. the routes that havr similnr route travel timc but
use significantly different routes are very few.

It was found that when f was reduced to l.05Tl and ! r,i,as kept 0.7 Dr, the average route
similarity and TTTR obtained were very similar to those obtained for -.t = 1.05T1 and -- :0.7
D1. However, the average number of paths obtained uas ranging from 1.9 to 3. lhis Iittle
decrease in paths sho*'s that most of the paths obtained have lorver TTTR and those rvhich
have higher TTTR get dominated by other competent paths. But it was observeci that the
average computation time for the lesser value of [] rvas noticed significantly Iesser than that
for the higher value of Il . This is because many of the nodes ma-v have been deleted from the
network that did not require anv comparison further. It r.r,as found that thc average number of
nodes not deleted was on the order of 1 73.

5.4.2 Congestion Level II

ln congestion level II, rv'hen the v'alue of - was kept to be 1.10Tr and valrre of rvas kept to
be 0.7 D:, the average route similarit) obtained was on the order of 0.53, u,hich rvas ver)'
similar to the result obtained in the congestion level lll. Hor.vever. the TTI'R rvas increased
gradually from 1.01 to 1.03 from O-D distance of -5 Krn to 40 Km. This shovi,ed that the
altemative paths have the higher travel time ratios compared to congestion level lll. lt u,as

also found that the average number of reasonable paths rvere frou.r 2.2 1 at O-D distance of 5

Knr to 3.12 at 40 Km. This reduction in alternative paths compared to congestion level III
may be due to the topological condition of the nerwork such that in lower congeslion level the
altenative paths are fewer compared to the higher congestion level. Siniilar cornpatible results
(Route similaritv=0.35. average TTTR- 1.01 tol.03. Number of paths=I.42 to 2.42) rvere
obtained w'hen the values of i', was taken as 1.10T1 and value of ... rvas 0.5 Dr. It rvas also
found that the average number of undeleted nodes r.vas on the order of 2 I 5.

5.43 Congestion Level I
When --: \&'as set to l.l0Tr and '.1 to 0.5 Dt. similar RS and TTTR nere obtained compared to
those under congestion level II. I-Iowever. the average number of paths rvas 1.64 lbr O-D
distance of 5 km to 2.42 for O-D distance of -10 kur as compared to 1.42 and 2.42 ol' the

congestion level II, respectively. This slightly higher number of paths in congestion level I
than that obtained in congestiou level II can be attributed to the topological condition ofthe
netrvork. It was found that the averdge number ofundeleted nodes was on the order of214.

A comparison of the three different congestion levels shou, that the nurrrber of reasonable
alternative paths are highest at con-eestion level III and loq,est at congestion level ll. The
number of undeleted nodes does not depend upoll the congestion level of the network but
depends upon the travel time limit.

6. COMPU'TATIONALCOMPLEXITI'OFTHEALGORITHM

The computational complexitl' ol elficient r,ector labeling algorilhrn consists ol' the
complexity of the tu,o separatc algorithms. 'l hese tu'o algorithms ale

. Diikstra's Label Sctting Algorithm
r Efficient Vector Labeling Approaoir
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The computational complexity of Dijkstra's label setting algorithm is rather straightforward.
Let G=C{,A) be the network under consideration, with ir nodes in set N. In the worst-case

condition, the terminal node is the nth node to receive a permanent label. Assume that at an.v

given time of the execution of the algorithm there are nu nodes with permanent labeis. and n-m
nodes with temporary labels. l'o identify the (m+ l)51 node that nlust be given a permanent

label, the n-m temporary labels have to be updated by performing an addition and then one
comparison for each label (Philips and Garcia-Diaz, 1981). Once the temporary labcls are

updated, one more comparison is needed for minimization to identifu the label that becornes
permanent. This shows that the number of elementary' operations required to ass'grl a

permanent label to one more node, with rr nodes of the network being alreadl' penniinently

labeled becomes approximately 3 (n-m)

Thus, the overall complexity under-worst case is given b.v

fr,r*-tr,)=3(fi,(n-m)
= 3[(r- l) + (n- 2) + (n -3) -.................- l]

-^(n-l)(r-1+l)
2

- ^ 
n(n -11

2

= o(rt) (4)

When shortest path problem is called fi'orn destination to origin. the contputational complexity
is the same as above i.e.

o(n?)

The determination of computational complexity of the EVL approach is relatively complex.

The algorithm will require the following major operations for each step of the algorithm.

Step I Initialization

Dijkstra's label setting aigorithm rvill be executed once to find the shortest path betrveen

origin and destination. The computational compleriw of tlre algorithm is given separatell,

above.

Step 2 Pruning of Nodes

2.1 It is required to run Dijkstra's label setting algorithm second times tiom destination
to origin. The major number of operations required.rvill be the same as given above.

The total of the operations in executing twice of this algorithm rvill be

2 {!\),which gives 3ir(n - t)

= O(n') (5)

2.2 The pruning of network requires N comparisons to check whether the nodcs satisfy
the travel time constraint or not.

Step 3 Multi-criteria Shortest Path Problem (Vector Labeling) and Fcasibili$'
Checking

3.2.4 For updating the labels of the temporary nodes
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Let k be the maximum number of reasonable alternative paths to be identified. / be

the maximum number of local paths that colne to a node during labeling of each

node, r and rz be as explained for Dijkstra's label setting algorithm, thcn the numbe '

ofadditions required is given by

(="
Lql(n-m)(k-l) o<q<l

Where / = number of maximum local paths at anv node
b2,3,4,5-....

Local paths can be understood as the sub paths that come to a node for labeiing
(temporary or permanent) from a node's all possible previous nodes during
enumeration of paths. These paths later becorne part of the k route iI thel'lie in
the particular route identified.
If the number of locil paths incoming to a node is considered as a linite value.

then the number of operatious can be sumnred as

q(k-t)t ffu-n,) 0<q(l
tt=l

4if ct1-Dt

- o@:kD (6)

3.2.5.1 The comparisons for the check of travel times lvhether it satisfies the coustlaint or not

is given by

t'fel@-nt)(k-t) O<qsl
"== 

n(n ..t) q(,k -t') I
2

= O(n1kl) (7)

3.2.5.2The comparisons for route overlap checking is given by'

f,:;;;;,';;, ocrT<,

I
, 0(n2 kt) (8)

3.2.4 The number of comparisons for dorninance checking ttl'the local paths coming to a

node is given by

I[:><:* q,k(t-lXn-ln)(k-l) o<4,<l

':,';;,,,,; ,,;;, ;
2

= (n) - rxi '?- tX/ - l)

= o(n2 k'l') (9)

The minimization opcration required fbr permanent label setting is given by
u=n

I[r/,(,-rr)ll(l-1) o<11-<t
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=Ulq,&-t)t
- O(nlkt)

The total computatational time of the algorithm is the sum of the computational tine required

for all the above mojor operations outlined above. Hence. the overall computational

complexity of the algorithm is given by

o(n )* o7n11n o1n: kL1+ oQt2 kL1 + o1n) kt) + o(n: kz l) I o@1 kt)

--2o(n2 ) + 4o(n) kl) + opz' k'1"1

= o(n' ) + o1n'1 kl) + o1n: k' I 1

(l 0)

(ll)

Since the I'alue of constant k. is ver,v- small compared to the value of rr ancl /. it can bc said that

the computational time of the algorithrn is n.rostl-v- dependent on the number of trodes and the

number of maximum local paths'of each node under consideration. Since the number of Iocal

parhs that of each node depends upon the netu,ork characteristics, it is difficult to precisely

evaluate the worst case complexiry of the algorithm. lt can bc concluded that the higher the

reduction in the netrlork size, the lesser is the number of local paths that come in to a node.

The value of / (number of local paths) in the rvorst casc can be non-deterministically large

with an erponential grorth. In that situation no exact quantification of compiexitf is possible

and hence the problem is non-deterministic pollrnomial ({P- cornplete).

7, CONCLUDINGREI\IARKS

The algorithm proposed in this paper can be viewed as an exetension ofalgorithm for solving

multiple constrained shortest path problems. The resource constlaint is used to prune the

network as suggested by Aneja et al. ( I 983) and a ror.rte constraint is used to identify the paths

dissimilar in rerms of links used as sugested by Park and Rillet (1997). The concept of
dominance checking during labeling is introduced to identify only the paths non-dorninated

paths.

Results fiom the experimental study shou' that the EVL approach is superior to trad: " lnal k-

shoetest path algorithms in that it identil-res the reasonable routes applicablc in manl'

transportation engineering applications.'[he heuristic approach b-v Park and Rillet (i997) has

the limitation that the approach can not be applied in every general transportation netr'vorks

without changing the value of dispersion factor judiciousl.v. 'l-he ferver number of reasonable

alternative paths identified by the heuristic approach than lhose identified using the EVL

approach for similar corrstraint values shou's that the heulistic algorithm can not identii-v the

alternative paths in man,v situations.

Although the EVL approach can identify the reasonable alternative paths in real transportation

netrvorks, still more tvorks remains to be done. The computational efhciency' of the IIVL

approach nostly depcnds upon the netu'ork size and characteristics. When travel time

constrailt is ver1, close to the travel time ol- tlre tastest path. the algorithm is Incrre eftjcient

bccause of the higher nunrber of delcted nodcs frorn tlie netwolk. But rvhen the travel titne

constraint is r,r'ider, the number of local paths to be iderttilied increases thus rnatrling the

algorithm relatively i.neflicient. Hence. an appropriate rnethodologl" for reducing thc numbcr

of local paths without deteorating the accuracl' of thc results should be proposed.
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